
From: CKO kruspe
To: IPCN Enquiries Mailbox
Subject: weigall sport complex
Date: Thursday, 28 October 2021 3:35:11 PM

To Independent Planning Commission NSW

Dear Commissioners Mr Duncan and Mr Mackay 

This is my first email to you about this subject , but not the first to other
people involved in the project, that I never received feedback of any kind.

My concern mostly it is about the noise and wild life that will be affected.
 My bedroom window faced directly to the tennis courts ,10mt? just above
the fence. 
I'm worry about the first stage of the construction ,I do know that my place
will shake up and down , as it did happen before when with the building
across the road was done. 
This time the machinery will be right under me, I'm already thinking a way
to leave for that first period, if possible, for my mental health mostly.
We already have some damage done to the outside of the building ,with the
construction at the corner
It is impossible to minimize the noise ,no matter how many buffers they
place. 
But the vibration it is another story and it is scary, the building does move
and "jumps" 
Unfortunately, I don't have any more a video ,  I made to show you when the
excavation was on and my cup of tea moves around the desk ,it did remind
my old country ,and it was natural, not a building construction
 
The other issue that worries me a lot, it is the fact this company will cut old
trees ,I do hope they won't touch any bit of the tress right on the fence on our
side ,because they do provide shade , shelter for many wild life (I can count
many types of birds, plus some flying foxes and possums ) and beauty too.
I do hope this email counts for something 
Thank you 
Carolina Kruspe-Olea 
 

 
 


